
April 14, 2021 In honor of the holiday "World Day of Aviation and 

Cosmonautics" at the Department of "Industrial Transport", Doctor of PhD, 

Adilova N. D., together with the "Military Department of Aviation" within the 

framework of the" OTAN "program, an open curatorial hour was held on the 

topic:"60 years of Cosmonautics: Tungysh kazak garyshkeri Toktar Aubakirov". 

On April 12, 1961, for the first time in history, a human flight into space took 

place on the Vostok-1 spacecraft and for the first time in the world made an orbital 

flyby of the planet Earth. Since then, more than five hundred and fifty earthlings 

from all of humanity have visited space. Among them are three representatives of 

Kazakhstan: cosmonaut pilots, national heroes of their country Toktar Aubakirov, 

Talgat Musabayev and Aydin Aimbetov. Each of them had their own way into 

space. 

"The promotion of young people to strive for a dream, to live not only with 

earthly concerns, but to be able to dream! And look at the sky more often. The sky 

is sobering and inspiring. By and large, each person has his own space. And to 

open it-you need to be able to break away from everyday life. Only a great dream 

gives a person wings. I wish all Kazakhstanis to live with a dream and find wings" 

- the words of Toktar Aubakirov. 

The open curatorial hour was attended by Lieutenant Colonel of the "Military 

Department" Manabekov M. B., a representative from the Council for Spiritual and 

moral education of the senior lecturer department "TЕ and LS" Shalaev V. V., 

head of the Department of "IT" Askarov B. Sh., deputy dean of the "TRF" for EW 

Ospangalieva M. T., senior curator. "IT" Atken E., senior lecturer Abdygalieva S. 

Zh., teacher Beisembayev D. M., students of the group OP-18-2 (14 students). 

 

  

  
 


